Chris Paul to Stuart Yaniger in Vol 0

Letters to the editor

Dear Editor,
I thank Mr. Yaniger for his article discussing the virtues of the Cathodyne and why it does not need
to be fixed. I’m even honored to be mentioned in his acknowledgements. However, I’m sorry to say
that we part company on a number of his claims and suasions.
The first matter is the assertion that Cathodyne plate and cathode impedances cannot be measured
unless the “boundary conditions” of equal and opposite plate and cathode voltages are met (the
“Balance Imperative” – B.I.). There is neither proof nor any kind of justification offered to support this
contention. It may “feel right,” but that does not mean that it is right. Consider some of the consequences were it to be true. Like the Cathodyne, the triode Long Tailed Pair has equal and opposite
output voltages. Similarly, signals imposed on one output affect the other, and applying a load to
one of its plates will typically destroy its output balance. So does the Balance Imperative also apply
to the LTP? If not, what are the criteria to distinguish between those circuits for which this is and is
not required? If so, then there are a slew of differential driver circuits which are subject to the Balance Imperative. And such requirements are totally absent from the literature for these circuits. All
things considered, I must reject the B.I. unless proof is forthcoming that it is justified.
Figure 2 of the article purports to show the small signal model of the Cathodyne. But the Cathodyne
is just a special case (Rk = Rp) of the more general triode amplifier. The amplifier small signal model
is shown throughout the literature as being a version of Figure 2 in which the rp + term is simply rp.
Any departure from this model for the Cathodyne would have to be justified with at least a derivation.
There are problems with the analytic impedance test, which concludes that the plate and cathode impedances are equal. (Let’s call this the “Equal Z” claim.) To meet the B.I., both electrodes are
grounded. Since the circuit is balanced, currents flowing out of the plate flow into the cathode.
Therefore no net current flows into or out of ground. (In fact, a simpler and equivalent circuit has the
plate shorted to just the cathode.) The lack of ground current should set off warning bells! Surely
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the impedance between two points involves the voltage difference between them arising from and
divided by a current flowing from one to the other. But here we have the voltage between the cathode (or plate) and ground divided by the current flowing from the plate to the cathode! With no
ground current, ground cannot be one of the two points of impedance being measured. But since
the short circuit current is flowing from the plate through the cathode, we can measure the impedance between them if that current divides the open circuit voltage between them. That result is
twice the expression given in the article, since the latter was obtained assuming the OCV was that
of the plate or the cathode, not their doubled-value difference.
This brings us to the rise time measurements. Since the Cathodyne plate and cathode load networks are identical, the P and K voltages are equal and opposite. By definition then, the voltage rise
times of identical voltages must be identical – they cannot be otherwise. And indeed, that is what
is measured. But from this, somehow Equal Z is concluded. Again, this may “feel right,” but this is
another case of an unproven assertion, and is demonstrably untrue in general. Here is a specific
example of where the assertion fails:
Suppose I drive an R-C network with a square wave from a current source. The voltage across the
network has a rise time. Now suppose I connect that voltage to the input of a unity gain voltage
amplifier which drives an identical network. Clearly the voltages across the identical networks are
identical, and so they must have the same voltage rise times. But the impedance across the first
network is that of the network alone, because the current source has an infinite impedance. The
impedance across the second network, however, is zero, because that is the impedance of a voltage
source. Same loads with the same voltages and therefore the same voltage rise times and currents
(just like the Cathodyne), but very different impedances of the whole circuit across the loads. This
one example falsifies the implication that identical rise times mean identical impedances.
I believe now that all of the arguments assembled in the article to support Equal Z have been refuted. If we could ignore the Balance Imperative, we could calculate impedance simply in the standard manner. We could determine the difference between the voltages of an unloaded and loaded
cathode (or plate) and divide by the current flowing from the cathode (or plate) through the load.
We’d get the classical result that the plate’s impedance is much higher than the cathode’s. But at
this point, the B.I. stands neither proven nor refuted. So let us assume that it is true and see where
that leads us.
I’ll start by pointing out that no real world Cathodyne is perfectly balanced – those 0% tolerance
resistors we ordered never came in. So we can either reject these real world circuits as not complying with the B.I., or we can accept them as being close enough. The only real choice is the latter. The
alternative is that it will be impossible to use any method of analysis on them! Let’s think of them as
starting out as perfect with R = Rk = Rp, but with a load of X∙R added to either the cathode or plate. X
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is defined as the smallest number that comes close
enough to satisfying the B.I. to yield an acceptable
Cathodyne.

Rp

Now, if the X∙R started on the cathode and that was
acceptable, moving X∙R to the plate must also be
acceptable from the B.I. standpoint. After all, there
was an even chance it could have been assembled
that way. Finally, the circuit obtained by removing
X∙R completely is in full compliance with the B.I., so
that must be acceptable too.
If we consider X∙R as a test load, we now have everything we need to proceed with a standard impedance test. Refer to the following circuit, the
Cathodyne small signal model.

Vp

P
rp

u*(Vk-Vg)
Vk

K

We can write

Vp
Vp − Vk⋅ ( μ + 1) + μ ⋅ Vg
				
+
Rp
rp

Rk
0

[10]

						
( μ + 1) ⋅ Vk − μ ⋅ Vg − Vp
Vk
				
[11]
+
0
rp
Rk
This pair can be rearranged to form the following
pair for open circuit (unloaded) voltages:

Rk=Rp
Balanced Cathodyne Phase Splitter
Test Circuit

μ ⋅ Rp
μ ⋅ Rp
						
Vp_oc
−
⋅ Vg −
⋅ Vg
Doc
Rp + rp + Rk⋅ ( 1 + μ )

[12]

μ ⋅ Rk
μ ⋅ Rk
						
Vk_oc
⋅ Vg
⋅ Vg
Doc
Rp + rp + Rk⋅ ( 1 + μ )

[13]

Note that the parallel combination of R and X∙R is R∙X / (X+1). The loaded voltages are derived from
the unloaded voltages as follows, with the understanding that R∙X is applied to either the plate or
the cathode, but not both at once:
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X
X
μ ⋅ Rp ⋅
μ ⋅ Rp ⋅
								
X + 1
X+ 1
Vp_L −
⋅ Vg −
⋅ Vg
X
Dp_L
							
Rp ⋅
+ rp + Rk⋅ ( 1 + μ )
X + 1

X
X
μ ⋅ Rk⋅
μ ⋅ Rk⋅
X
+
1
X
+ 1
								
Vk_L
⋅ Vg
⋅ Vg
X
Dk_L
Rp + rp + Rk⋅
⋅(1 + μ)
X+ 1

[14]

[15]

The load currents are given by

X
μ ⋅ Rp ⋅
				
				
X+ 1
		
⋅ Vg
Dp_L
Vp_L
μ ⋅ Vg
Ip_L
⋅−
−
Rp ⋅ X
load
Dp_L ⋅ ( X + 1)

[16]

			

X
μ ⋅ Rk⋅
X
+ 1
				
⋅ Vg
Vk_L
Dk_L
Ik_L
load
Rk⋅ X

				
μ ⋅ Vg

[17]

Dk_L⋅ ( X + 1)

The impedances are
rp + Rk ⋅ ( μ + 1 )

Zp

		
Vp_oc − Vp_L

ip_L

−μ ⋅ Vg⋅ Rp ⋅
−

X+ 1

Doc ⋅ Dp_L
μ ⋅ Vg

Rp ⋅

rp + Rk⋅ ( μ + 1)

Rp⋅ [ rp + Rk⋅ ( μ + 1) ]

Doc

Rp + [ rp + Rk⋅ ( 1 + μ ) ]

[18]

Dp_L ⋅ ( X + 1)
						
Rp + rp

μ ⋅ Vg⋅ Rk⋅

Zk

X+ 1

Doc ⋅ Dk_L
Rk⋅ ( Rp + rp )
Vk_oc − Vk_L
							
μ ⋅ Vg
Doc
ik_L
Dk_L

⋅( X + 1)

Rk⋅ ( Rp + rp )
Rp + rp + Rk⋅ ( 1 + μ )

Rk⋅

Rp + rp
1+ μ

Rp + rp
1+ μ

Looking at the equations for the impedances, we note that these are the classical results, where the
impedance at the plate is much higher than that at the cathode, even if Rk = Rp.
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The second thing we note is that the results are independent of X. This means that we can use a load
which is a dead short at zero ohms (X = 0), or one whose value is in the GigaOhm range to measure
Cathodyne impedances. We’ll get the same results. The B.I. assertion is contradicted and therefore
false – you don’t have to maintain any balance whatsoever to correctly measure impedance. This is
aesthetically satisfying – the Cathodyne can be treated like any other circuit.
Still not convinced? Please consider the letter “More Impedance Tests” on page 42 in the October
2009 issue of audioXpress. The analysis obtains the above results on a fully B.I.-compliant Cathodyne. But wait – how can it do that with no net ground current? Because unlike the case in the
article where the cathode and plate short circuit currents were combined into one current and are
mutually indistinguishable, the letter’s analysis considers the effects of the current inserted into
each electrode separately. The portion of the cathode voltage due to the cathode current is segregated and divided by the cathode current to get the cathode impedance. The same holds for the
plate. And the results for impedance are the same whether one test current flows at a time (imbalanced) or both flow simultaneously (perfect balance.)
In case you think this sounds fishy, look at it this way. If I caused a test current to flow between
ground and the output of a single ended amplifier, I could measure the ground referenced output
voltage, divide by the test current and get the impedance, right? But if I simultaneously connect a
ground referenced, equal and opposite current to some other node in the amplifier, canceling out
the ground current, I’d change the amplifier output voltage. And if I divided that changed voltage
by the original test current, I’d get a different and incorrect result for impedance. So when calculating impedances across a pair of nodes, it is proper and even necessary to exclude the effects on the
voltage across them of everything except the test current through them. Fortunately, the principle
of Superposition in a linear circuit allows this.
I hope that this letter has provided a convincing argument that the Cathodyne needn’t be balanced
when measuring its plate and cathode impedances, and that those impedances are the classical
ones - very different indeed.
Christopher Paul
Bayport, NY, U.S.A.

Stuart Yaniger replies:
I thank Chris Paul for his careful reading of my article, as well as some earlier, very illuminating correspondence on this issue. Unfortunately, his analysis boils down to, “If one ignores the boundary
conditions that result in equal source impedances from plate and cathode outputs, one gets a result
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other than equal impedances.” This is totally unremarkable. He begins, “The first matter is the assertion that Cathodyne plate and cathode impedances cannot be measured unless the “boundary
conditions” of equal and opposite plate and cathode voltages are met (the “Balance Imperative”).
There is neither proof nor any kind of justification offered to support this contention.” Proof of this
contention is indeed not offered- because that contention was never made. Of course source impedances can be measured under other boundary conditions- and mirable dictu, when one chooses
other boundary conditions, one gets different results!
However, if one uses the specified boundary conditions (boundary conditions, by definition, are not
proven, they are given), one sees that, whether by measuring rise times, considering the results of
equal and opposite test currents, or calculating open circuit voltage divided by short circuit current
at both outputs, the Thevenin equivalent of equal source impedances from plate and cathode is
verified, both theoretically and experimentally.
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